
 

 #hcsm - April 13, 2014  

6:00 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Welcome to (#hcsm) healthcare communications & social 
media. If you're joining tonight, please introduce yourself! 
(@danamlewis moderating)

6:01 Ron Mills @O2ron
Flurry of #hcsm chat tweets this hour. Healthcare in social 
media. Join us.

6:01 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
We will assume all tweets within #hcsm during following hour 
are your own & not those of your employers (unless specifically 
declared).

6:01 Gnosis Media Group @GnosisArts
#hcsm: marcomm practices in healthcare. Mod: 
@HealthSocMed When: Sun 8:00pm CST. 
#tweetchatshappeningnow

6:01 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
Jen- @BioethxChat (#bioethx) moderator, med/bioethics 
student; joining #hcsm tonight! Stop by our chat sometime! 
bioethxchat.wix.com/bioethx

6:01 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed @danamlewis Hello Everyone, Andrew 
Lopez, RN from #NewJersey, #Healthcare #Tweetchat 
#Enthusiast #hcsm #nurseup
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6:01 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
Hi all Glad to be here! Gia here signing in from Manila #hcsm

6:01 couragesings @couragesings
Hello from beautiful (and sunny!), #BC! #hcsm

6:01 Lauren @laurencstill
Hey all! Coding on #HDPalooza project w/ 70's punk blasting. 
Also, shopping for a Volvo. Someone save me from myself. 
#hcsm #TeamFloriduh

6:01 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
Alan here. Time for some Sunday fun and education! #hcsm

6:02 Ron Mills @O2ron
Hello old friends and new. Ron Mills here, Evanston, Illinois, 
startup addict and all-around troublemaker. #hcsm

6:02 Shonda Smith @shondasmith
Hi, all. Glad to be here! I work in healthcare marketing & comm. 
#hcsm

6:02 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
Looking forward to today's #hcsm chat. Marie here, healthcare 
writer and social media consultant signing in from Australia
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6:02 Kati Debelic @Katiissick
Hi, Kati here, 24/7 pt. Still debating whether to be here or go 
watch sunset #hcsm

6:03 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
Hi George Margelis geek doctor from Australia joining in #hcsm

6:03 Ron Mills @O2ron
@BrettSnodgrass1 good to see you here tonight, doctor. #hcsm

6:03 T2D Research @T2DRemission
Michael Massing, health and medical editor and writer, New 
England. #hcsm

6:03 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
Hello Everyone :) @abrewi3010 @laurencstill @couragesings 
@giasison @jchevinsky @BioethxChat @GnosisArts @O2ron 
@BrettSnodgrass1 #hcsm

6:04 Mark Salke @marksalke
@Katiissick Torn, but I vote sunset. #hcsm

6:04 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Welcome, everyone, to #hcsm! Special hi to any first-timers 
joining tonight :), and of course our friendly lurkers. Tweet in 
anytime!
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6:04 couragesings @couragesings
@nursefriendly hello! :) #hcsm

6:04 Kati Debelic @Katiissick
@marksalke I know! It's been a glorious day today. #hcsm

6:04 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
Hi, retired (early) doc and writer, from Ireland 2.am here, all 
quiet in the night #hcsm

6:04 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@O2ron Good to see you again ron. :) #hcsm

6:04 Mark Salke @marksalke
Hey #hcsm. I'm Mark from Ann Arbor MI.

6:05 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@nursefriendly Hi Andrew & all! @abrewi3010 @laurencstill 
@couragesings @jchevinsky @BioethxChat @GnosisArts 
@O2ron @BrettSnodgrass1 #hcsm

6:05 couragesings @couragesings
@drlfarrell Wow! 2am? Now that's dedication! #hcsm
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6:05 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
No special greetings to any unfriendly #hcsm lurkers, though. 
@HealthSocMed

6:05 Real Talk Dr. Offutt @RTwithDrOffutt
#hcsm Laura here - Creator of #TeenHealth SoMe resource. 
Happy to participate again in this great chat! I always learn 
something new!

6:05 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
Hello from sunny, warm phoenix, AZ #hcsm

6:05 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
Good evening folks, Jason from rural Barry's Bay ON in for the 
#hcsm tweetchat. Should be inspiring, as always!

6:05 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@mahoneyr @HealthSocMed ha ha, are there lurkers? #hcsm

6:05 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
Welcome to #hcsm, all! <-- Dana Lewis, #hcsm creator/
moderator; thinker | doer | teacher of health & digital. Chief 
Data Producer, #DIYPS

6:05 Mark Salke @marksalke
Hi Liam! RT @drlfarrell: hi Mark #hcsm
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6:05 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
Erin in Cincinnati here. Family Partner at @CincyChildrens . 
Looking forward to chatting! #hcsm

6:05 couragesings @couragesings
@DrZehringDO Hello! Nice and sunny here in #BC as well! 
#hcsm

6:05 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
Lotsa familiar faces :) @drlfarrell @marksalke @T2DRemission 
@georgemargelis @mahoneyr @Katiissick @JBBC 
@shondasmith #hcsm

6:06 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
@couragesings I am infamous for my dedication #hcsm

6:06 Real Talk Dr. Offutt @RTwithDrOffutt
tweeps - starting twitter chat - follow along if interested in hcsm. 
mute me for an hour if not.

6:06 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
I'm not quiet enough to be a lurker. @laurencstill 
@HealthSocMed #hcsm
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6:06 Mark Salke @marksalke
@nursefriendly Can't me my Sunday night chat, Andrew! 
#hcsm

6:06 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
We'll get started with topic 1 (T1) in just a few minutes. 
Remember if you jump in to #hcsm later to introduce yourself!

6:07 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
RT @HealthSocMed We'll get started with topic 1 (T1) in just a 
few minutes. Remember if you jump in to #hcsm later to 
introduce yourself!

6:07 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@nursefriendly *waves to Andrew* #hcsm

6:07 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Don't people get in trouble for "producing" data? @danamlewis 
#hcsm

6:07 Ron Mills @O2ron
Heh. RT @mahoneyr Don't people get in trouble for "producing" 
data? @danamlewis #hcsm

6:07 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@mahoneyr @danamlewis Not when its through rigorous 
methodology that has an appropriate degree of transparency. 
#hcsm
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6:08 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@mahoneyr hehe. It's a joke on "chief data officer", because 
I'm also emitting/producing my own data ;) #lifeasaPWD #hcsm 
#DIYPS

6:08 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@marksalke I wouldn't miss it, the crowd is gathering :) 
@ekeeleymoore @CincyChildrens @drmalinowski 
@DrZehringDO @RTwithDrOffutt #hcsm

6:08 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
@nursefriendly yes :-) #hcsm

6:09 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Sometimes transparency = "I can see right through it". Tougher 
still. @BrettSnodgrass1 @danamlewis #hcsm

6:09 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@mahoneyr Context is everything! phdcomics.com/comics/
archive… #hcsm

6:09 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
Goldie here from #Houston. #Pharmacist @carenmag 
@Impact80summit. #medsafety #patient advocate. #caregiver 
#hcsm
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6:09 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 1 - What is a patient's time worth? Should patients be 
paid for their feedback/work/support for HC orgs? Why/not? 
Discuss. #hcsm

6:09 Lauren @laurencstill
@danamlewis @mahoneyr Honestly, most everyone I know 
who are "data scientist" mention so in quotes. It's so silly. 
#hcsm

6:09 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Love it! Produce on, @danamlewis. #hcsm

6:09 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@nursefriendly @marksalke @ekeeleymoore @CincyChildrens 
@DrZehringDO @RTwithDrOffutt my Sunday virtual family 
#hcsm

6:09 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T1 live at #hcsm - discussing when/how/why/not patients 
should get paid for their time/opinions/advice. Ready, set, 
discuss!

6:09 Steven Incontrera @Steven_Paul
Hey everyone out there in #hcsm

6:10 John Brownlee @clearJB
John Brownlee here. Been a while! #hcsm
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6:10 couragesings @couragesings
RT @danamlewis T1 live at #hcsm - discussing when/how/why/
not patients should get paid for their time/opinions/advice. 
Ready, set, discuss!

6:10 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @danamlewis T1 live at #hcsm - discussing when/how/why/
not patients should get paid for their time/opinions/advice. 
Ready, set, discuss!

6:10 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
#T1 #hcsm Patients should be paid when they participate as 
photomodels, example given JAMA & NEJM videos. maybe 
$100 or 200

6:10 Jewels @She_Sugar
Jewels from Flagstaff AZ - Nurse, blogger, epatient #hcsm

6:11 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T1 A #patient's time is valuable, needs to be 
respected, acknowledged and appreciated. In general it is not. 
#hcsm

6:11 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
T1 #hcsm Depends on value to organization. Definitely 
shouldn't be taken for granted. Which we do all too often.
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6:11 Ron Mills @O2ron
T1: Yikes! Haven't given this much thought. Seems everybody 
else in HC gets paid handsomely. But what about bias? 
corruption? fraud? #hcsm

6:11 Kati Debelic @Katiissick
T1 I wish I was paid to be a patient, i'd be rich... i also wish I'd 
be paid for waiting more than30 minutes in a waiting room 
#hcsm

6:11 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@danamlewis Hello all - Carolyn here, heart patient/blogger - 
waving at you from Canada's beautiful west coast! #hcsm

6:11 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T1 Compensation is a term I would prefer IMHO. Would also 
depend if the HC org would declare it as voluntary. #hcsm

6:11 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 They should be reimbursed for their time from an 
independent org, but not at an amount that could lead to COIs. 
Fair pay. #bioethx #hcsm

6:11 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
T1 - I am a paid member of our clinical care team, Family 
Partner, lending my perspective to all clin matters, it changes 
the convo! #hcsm
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6:11 Aaron Blank @AaronBlank
T1. #hcsm good q. I'm on the fence. We just received $250 for 
being part of clinical trial. Why bother!?!? Maybe for focus 
group!? #fence!

6:11 John Brownlee @clearJB
Patients have expertise that holds value. They should have 
oppty’s to share, and be compensated. We’re doing vidscrips 
with pts. #hcsm

6:12 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T1 In #healthcare #patients are at the mercy 
of a fragmented, disjointed and poorly managed system of care. 
#hcsm

6:12 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
Payment brings conflicts of interest —> No. RT 
@HealthSocMed "Should patients be paid for their feedback/
work/support for HC orgs?” #hcsm

6:12 couragesings @couragesings
T1 #pts need to be supported to participate (out of pocket costs 
at minimum); otherwise, #SDOH may impact who can actually 
take part #hcsm

6:12 Kati Debelic @Katiissick
T1 for my disease, research does not pay pts for their 
participating/ trouble but they will pay healthy controls. #hcsm
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6:12 Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC
.RT @danamlewis: live at #hcsm - discussing when/how/why/
not patients should get paid for their time/opinions/advice. 
Ready, set, discuss!

6:12 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
T1 I think it depends on the particular situation. Some orgs 
don't have enough funds to pay, others do. #hcsm

6:12 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 Depends on the org and their funds; if can reimburse, 
should. If can't- request volunteers, some patients very willing 
to help #hcsm

6:12 Lauren @laurencstill
@AaronBlank Seems low when UI/UX going rate is 1-200/hr 
with tech. Clinical trial is so much more invasive. #hcsm

6:13 Jewels @She_Sugar
T1 - A patient's time is valuable - person first, patient second. 
I'm not just a patient, I'm a nurse as well. #hcsm

6:13 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
I think that if patients get paid should depend on the type of 
participation/work performed. #hcsm
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6:13 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
T1 #hcsm I don't even like taking a "satisfaction" survey without 
reimbursement. If it furthers your business, then I'm a 
consultant.

6:13 ✨ Anna✨  @smanna750
Depends on what they are doing. If it's to better the office and 
10 questions no. If it's 30+ min multiple pages yes #hcsm

6:13 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @jchevinsky Depends on the org and their funds; if can 
reimburse, should. If can't- req volunteers, some pats very 
willing to help #hcsm

6:13 couragesings @couragesings
T1 if opps 2 participate open 2 those with $$$, some #pts 
simply cannot afford to participate. Need 2 hear their voices as 
well. #hcsm

6:14 Lauren @laurencstill
@carenovatemag no, they are paying me as a user. That's 
more important. Some people are caretakers, advocates. Still 
important #hcsm

6:14 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
T1 I agree pts time has value, thus compensable. I have some 
concern about selecting for / exploiting the underprivileged in 
our area #hcsm
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6:14 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
Agree.. 40 mins wait times for 15 min provider apt comes to 
mind @nursefriendly: @HealthSocMed T1 A #patient's time is 
valuable #hcsm

6:14 Camea (Kamiya) @Kamiyamay
@O2ron #hcsm umm! Everybody in HC doesn't get paid 
handsomely!!!!!!! Some of the hardest working make min. wage 
- patients time IS VALUABLE

6:14 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@She_Sugar T1: Good point. First comes personhood, not 
patienthood. #hcsm

6:14 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
T1 Pts shuld be integrated into care team, research, pharm. 
They r ultimate stakeholder & shud be apprec & compensated 4 
what they do #hcsm

6:14 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 As for what patient's time worth- same amount as any other 
individual. Time valuable for all people, regardless of education/
status #hcsm

6:14 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@HealthSocMed T1 Great question: I'm speaking at 2 
conferences in May: med conf paying only travel, non-med conf 
paying speaker fee #hcsm
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6:14 Mark Salke @marksalke
@She_Sugar Do nurses make difficult patients? #hcsm

6:14 couragesings @couragesings
t1 just filled out a survey for a grocery store. was an incentive 
(gift card) to fill out survey. what about 4 #pts?? #hcsm

6:14 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
T1 it depends on what they're being asked to do. If it is to 
change path of the org than yes! #hcsm

6:14 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
T1 But if it's a cause you believe in, it's also ok to offer your 
opinion for free. #hcsm

6:14 Jewels @She_Sugar
T1. You simply cannot volunteer all of time - most patients are 
very active in orgs related to their diagnoses. #hcsm

6:15 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
Is it not valid to say that patients’ ‘payment’ for inputs into 
healthcare improvement is better care and a better system? 
#hcsm

6:15 Camea (Kamiya) @Kamiyamay
@marksalke @She_Sugar #hcsm Yes, says this RN :-)
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6:15 Ron Mills @O2ron
Can't be that easy. MT @mahoneyr: Don't even like taking 
"satisfaction" survey w/o $. If it furthers your biz, then I'm a 
consultant. #hcsm

6:15 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
T1 each patient needs to decide what their time & effort is 
worth. Advocacy shouldn't be about the $ though, $ should be 
nice benefit #hcsm

6:15 Molade Alawode, MSc @_malawode
A1 Do people get paid for Yelp? No! So I don't think patients 
should be paid for feedback. Also, ethics. #hcsm

6:15 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
I deserve some money for looking at that picture unsolicited, 
@BrettSnodgrass1. #hcsm

6:15 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
Yes RT @mahoneyr: T1 But if it's a cause you believe in, it's 
also ok to offer your opinion for free. #hcsm

6:15 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@AmolUtrankar The doctors who publish these cases get a 
boost in career & prestige. Surely the patient deserves 
compensation. #hcsm
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6:16 Jennifer Gunter @DrJenGunter
Reimbursements in studies are tightly controlled re: T1 should 
that be the model for all situations? #hcsm

6:16 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
RT @mahoneyr I deserve some money for looking at that 
picture unsolicited, @BrettSnodgrass1. #hcsm

6:16 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
@_malawode Yelp is a total disservice to the healthcare world. 
Patient perspective in clinical matters is valid and valuable 
#hcsm

6:16 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@carenovatemag @HealthSocMed T1 With offices double, 
triple-booked to reach their quotas, it gets ridiculous. #hcsm

6:16 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Yes! At least if I am the nurse/patient. LOL RT @marksalke 
@She_Sugar Do nurses make difficult patients? #hcsm

6:16 Kati Debelic @Katiissick
T1 maybe a new professsion is born: professional patient.... It's 
an oxymoron in my opinion. #hcsm
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6:16 Mark Salke @marksalke
A1: Patients providing fair value should be compensated 
appropriately. But does it not open up Q of conflict of interest? 
#hcsm

6:16 Jewels @She_Sugar
Amen MT @jchevinsky As for what pt's time worth- same amnt 
as any other individ. Time valuable for all people, regardless of 
ed/status #hcsm

6:16 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
RT @Katiissick T1 maybe a new professsion is born: 
professional patient.... It's an oxymoron in my opinion. #hcsm

6:16 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Real potpourri of photography on #hcsm tonight. Kind of a new 
direction, really.

6:16 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 Depends on what being asked for & level of inconvenience. 
Ok for there to b volunteer work, but b fair with resource ($) 
allocation #hcsm

6:17 Paul Griffiths @paul_griffiths
@BrettSnodgrass1 #nsfw #hcsm
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6:17 Ron Mills @O2ron
@T2DRemission @Kamiyamay point taken. Guess I meant on 
the information and so-called decision making side of things. 
#hcsm

6:17 PDara MD, FACP @JediPD
Payments will follow Value, as in all life-works... #hcsm

6:17 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@AmolUtrankar No. No causation or guarantee of outcome. 
#hcsm

6:17 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
T1 patients need more opportunity to participate/be involved in 
orgs first, once patient centered then we can ask for $ #hcsm

6:17 Dan Goldman @danielg280
T1: at some level it's already happening; many reimburse for 
participating in surveys, consumer (not clinical) research, etc 
#hcsm

6:17 Jennifer Gunter @DrJenGunter
Some reimbursement can inject bias or take advantage of 
certain populations #hcsm

6:18 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@paul_griffiths I apologize sir #hcsm
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6:18 John Brownlee @clearJB
Experienced pts are underutilized resource for helping new pts. 
Heir experience is powerful and has $ value. #hcsm

6:18 Lauren @laurencstill
It's not fair to ask marginalized populations to work overtime 
without fair compensation. Period. #hcsm

6:18 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
Honestly, paying patienst had never occurred to me before; 
remember we'll all be patienst ourselves at some stage #hcsm

6:18 couragesings @couragesings
t1 do providers get paid 4 their time at meetings that involve 
#pts working together w/them? why #pts expected 2 participate 
4 free? #hcsm

6:18 Dan Goldman @danielg280
T1: due to Stark and anti-kickback, need to be very careful that 
payments to patients are fair market value. #hcsm

6:18 Jewels @She_Sugar
@DrZehringDO Usually that's holding a seat on the board and 
that's never compensated but a grt use of a pt's time. #hcsm
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6:19 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
I make it that easy. I just don't often fill them out for free. 
Charities, causes, and non-profits excepted, of course. 
@O2ron #hcsm

6:19 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@abrewi3010 T1 My advocacy has been SO not about $ for 
way too long! If pts keep agreeing to do it for free, it will never 
be paid #hcsm

6:19 Ron Mills @O2ron
T1: Patients want to contribute information. Information wants 
to be free. Free information may be more valuable than 
purchased info. #hcsm

6:19 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
T1 Med inst havent yet realized that pts are the real experts on 
their condition, and by incl them as members of team, everyone 
wins #hcsm

6:19 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@laurencstill @_malawode Paying medical research subjects 
requires care to ensure no coercion #hcsm

6:19 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@danielg280 Not sure there is a kickback, but certainly 
coercion. I'll take your word for it though... I thouhgt it was 4 
referral #hcsm
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6:19 Lauren @laurencstill
@_malawode DM email, and I'll send you conformation of the 
money, and benefits I have received from participating in Yelp 
studies. #hcsm

6:19 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
@She_Sugar agree. Knowing you're being heard is great 
compensation #hcsm

6:19 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@mahoneyr T1 Value to the organization is irrelevant if you 
value your #patients time taken out to participate. #hcsm

6:19 couragesings @couragesings
minimum compensation: out of pocket costs (mileage etc.); 
otherwise, becomes inaccessible 4 those w/limited income; 
excludes some #pts #hcsm

6:20 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
A plethora, potpourri or panoply? “@mahoneyr: Real potpourri 
of photography on #hcsm tonight. Kind of a new direction, 
really.”

6:20 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@ekeeleymoore Well said Erin #hcsm
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6:20 Lauren @laurencstill
Absolutely! RT @subatomicdoc: @laurencstill @_malawode 
Paying medical research subjects requires care to ensure no 
coercion #hcsm

6:20 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@subatomicdoc @laurencstill @_malawode #T1 #hcsm Can 
we double what clinical trial participants are paid so they can 
make a living doing it?

6:20 Ron Mills @O2ron
@mahoneyr hear, hear. Not typical patients, are we, though? 
#hcsm

6:20 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
I can see @ekeeleymoore: @_malawode Yelp is a total 
disservice to healthcare. Pt perspective in clinical matters is 
valid, valuable #hcsm

6:20 Jewels @She_Sugar
@marksalke it depends who you ask- most docs like us 
because we understand what's going on #hcsm

6:20 PDara MD, FACP @JediPD
With Big Data, Analysts who can make mountains out of 
nothingness. get the bucks. #hcsm
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6:21 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 If surveys/info saves your practice money- then perhaps % 
that money can go towards patient monetary incentives; justice 
#hcsm

6:21 Lauren @laurencstill
@BrettSnodgrass1 @subatomicdoc @_malawode I don't think 
that's appropriate either. Professional patients aren't a solution. 
#hcsm

6:21 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@HeartSisters I disagree. Advocacy and work are 2 very 
distinct areas. Patients can work for orgs or advocate for org wo 
pay. #hcsm

6:21 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@jchevinsky Paying creates concerns for coercion in medical 
research ocw.jhsph.edu/courses/ethics… from 
@JohnsHopkinsSPH #hcsm

6:21 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
I mean $200 for a muscle biopsy, but those over 60 get $600 
for the same procedure at Wash-U. Sounds painful so I passed. 
#hcsm #T1

6:21 couragesings @couragesings
as a #pt, I'm happy 2 volunteer; not happy when volunteering 
ends up costing me $$ for the privilege #hcsm
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6:21 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
But yet, they charge patients fees for 5 mins late plus medical 
records :( @nursefriendly: @carenovatemag @HealthSocMed 
T1. #hcsm

6:21 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@BrettSnodgrass1 Same issue for payments to patients 
directly can't pay more than FMV if it might induce them to alter 
their behavior #hcsm

6:22 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@O2ron Stewart Brand: "Information wants to be free. It also 
wants to be expensive. The tension between those two will not 
go away." #hcsm

6:22 Paul Griffiths @paul_griffiths
@JediPD Mmm. Despite the hoopla, what big data companies 
are doing it viably though? #hcsm

6:22 Kati Debelic @Katiissick
Paying patients for opinion will result in same patient groups to 
be consulted, the well funded diseases. It discriminates. #hcsm

6:22 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@subatomicdoc @JohnsHopkinsSPH Yep, that's why the 
amount can't be too high to lead to COI or coercion; agree it is 
a concern #hcsm #bioethx
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6:22 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
All of the above, @drmalinowski #hcsm

6:22 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Actually, if patients are paid cash or other incentive, they wld 
likely be more active in own healthcare & +++ healthy changes. 
#hcsm

6:23 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
@laurencstill @_malawode so what should we pay patients 
for? Studies, beta testing #mhealth products, yes...what about 
appointment? #hcsm

6:23 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
#hcsm #T1 People who want to pay patients less or the same, 
probably have a biased perspective on money, & equity, usually 
physicians, RNs.

6:23 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
is being a volunteer so bad; I volunteer for our Irish sports org 
#GAA, tho I know there are paid admins #hcsm

6:23 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@AmolUtrankar @HealthSocMed T1 Depends on what they 
are being paid for . . who is doing the paying. #hcsm
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6:23 Lauren @laurencstill
@CancerGeek I'm such a sell out. I want my 
antidisestablishmentarianism and my airbags and AWD. #hcsm

6:23 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
I make a terrible patient. Which is why I try to do so as rarely as 
possible. @O2ron #hcsm

6:23 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
There are many ways to design incentives for patients in 
healthcare that are non-monetary - think of gamification as an 
example. #hcsm

6:24 Lauren @laurencstill
@carenovatemag @_malawode Look at tech, they already 
solved this. #hcsm

6:24 Ron Mills @O2ron
.@T2DRemission Wicked topspin on that reply, very nice 
indeed. #hcsm

6:24 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@couragesings Volunteering should not cost us out-of-pocket 
for the privilege; otherwise only those who can afford it will 
volunteer #hcsm
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6:24 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@ekeeleymoore @carenovatemag @HealthSocMed T1 Agree. 
They routinely charge $25 for missed appointments, how bout 
when they are late? #hcsm

6:24 Camea (Kamiya) @Kamiyamay
T1 - the Gulf of healthcare pt. vs. healthcare. At some pt we 
have to come together. I often volunteer for what I am 
passionate abt #hcsm

6:24 Mark Salke @marksalke
Like. MT @AmolUtrankar: There are many ways to design 
incentives for pts in hc that are non-monetary - gamification as 
an example. #hcsm

6:25 Jewels @She_Sugar
@padschicago That's a slippery slope - Indian Health Service is 
a good study of this. Free care and paid incentives is a can of 
worms #hcsm

6:25 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
@DrKristinaKing add the hcsm hashtag or follow ivia 
tweetchat.com Kristina

6:25 CancerGeek @CancerGeek
@She_Sugar T1: I agree. Wrote how healthcare needs to 
rethink defining value of time based on patient. bit.ly/1etnIPO 
#hcsm
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6:25 Lauren @laurencstill
@pfanderson Right now, only those who can afford to 
participate do. That's a real barrier. #hcsm

6:26 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@O2ron @T2DRemission If information "wants to be free", 
then all MDs would speak for free at all med conferences 
#hcsm

6:26 Camea (Kamiya) @Kamiyamay
T1 - the question almost appears to be a matter of choice and 
bias will never completely be erased #hcsm

6:26 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
Being poor is a hardship that could be alleviated by paying 
people for their time. Protecting people while they go hungry? 
#hcsm #T1

6:26 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 Another time waiting important- when pt waiting 4 results of 
important tests; Wait can b grueling 4 pt, check &call if results 
in #hcsm

6:26 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
@nursefriendly @ekeeleymoore @HealthSocMed that will be 
awesome, lets start from not charging $$$$ for #medicalrecords 
#hcsm
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6:26 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@jchevinsky I'd rather have a long wait in the waiting room than 
in the patient room. But wd like waiting room to be made 
productive #hcsm

6:26 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
Wow, I really think how u answer dpds on the context. Different: 
Pt feedback survey in my office vs focus group for 
@ClevelandClinic ?#hcsm

6:27 Lauren @laurencstill
@_malawode @carenovatemag big difference between a user, 
and a user study. Maybe offline would help you better? #hcsm

6:27 couragesings @couragesings
What about supporting #pts in attending conferences ~ a lot of 
the time out of reach 4 #pts b/c of cost #hcsm

6:27 Camea (Kamiya) @Kamiyamay
@jchevinsky #hcsm Thank you - I am sitting two weeks out 
from test (as a nurse) I know results only take 24hours. Slow 
response - Value?

6:27 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Great T1 dialogue. Moving to T2 (topic 2) in a few minutes. 
#hcsm
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6:27 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
RT @She_Sugar @HeartSisters @couragesings It often does 
cost $,I travel to volunteer often as a camp nurse +for JDRF,; 
it's a choice. #hcsm

6:27 Ron Mills @O2ron
T1: As pharma ad guy, I've paid both doctors and patients small 
sums (and bad food) for participating in focus groups and such. 
#hcsm

6:28 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@She_Sugar T1 When you are the #patient, little attention is 
paid to your profession, #doctor, #nurse #attorney #rockstar :
( #hcsm

6:28 PDara MD, FACP @JediPD
@paul_griffiths Predictive Analytics subjugated by Decision 
Analytics, warped by Selection bias governing an unverifiable 
hypothesis #hcsm

6:28 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@subatomicdoc @ekeeleymoore @carenovatemag 
@nursefriendly @HealthSocMed Yep. Our clinic gets pt in 
exam rm ASAP, then says 20min wait #hcsm

6:28 Mark Salke @marksalke
@O2ron Funny that people will endure a lot for (bad) food. :) 
#hcsm
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6:28 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@She_Sugar Because you can afford to pay for your own 
travel; many cannot @couragesings #hcsm

6:28 couragesings @couragesings
RT @HeartSisters @She_Sugar Because you can afford to pay 
for your own travel; many cannot @couragesings #hcsm

6:28 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
@subatomicdoc @carenovatemag @nursefriendly 
@HealthSocMed It's a tough balance, no doubt #hcsm

6:28 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@padschicago @marksalke @She_Sugar #Nurses like 
#doctors are #patients that know "Way Too Much" - tend to be 
nervous wrecks. #hcsm

6:29 Ron Mills @O2ron
@marksalke while we eat trail mix behind the one-way glass. 
#hcsm

6:29 Lauren @laurencstill
I could eat shit pizza every night of the week if it wanted. User 
research should be more than that. #hcsm
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6:29 Jewels @She_Sugar
@nursefriendly I actually find that's not true, I do feel like the 
conversation turns when people know you're in medicine too 
#hcsm

6:29 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
@pfanderson @jchevinsky don't want to wait at all, my time = 
valuable, esp. when I pay $25 fee for canceling an apt due to 
emergency #hcsm

6:29 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@jchevinsky I keep coming up with more ideas for "active 
waiting rooms"! #hcsm

6:29 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
@nursefriendly @marksalke @She_Sugar I figure I probably 
drive my PCP's nuts at times. Glad he's friendly & sense of 
humor! LOL #hcsm

6:30 Camea (Kamiya) @Kamiyamay
@nursefriendly @padschicago @marksalke @She_Sugar 
#hcsm Or avoided because they know way too much - have a 
blog post Adocacy-who me?

6:30 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
@abrewi3010 Indeed - look at SES of patients dxed with 
specific diseases. You can't even get certain diagnosis if you 
don't have $ #hcsm
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6:30 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 2 - What was biggest cost in HC 5, 10 years ago? Is it 
the same today? What's technology's role in changing HC 
costs? Discuss. #hcsm

6:30 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@marksalke @O2ron Part of it is simply feeling that someone 
thinks your views are impt & will LISTEN #hcsm

6:30 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@abrewi3010 I agree on aining access but resent when all 
others in the room are getting paid/on salary except me #hcsm

6:30 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@O2ron T1: all participants at every corporate/non-profit focus 
group I've ever run get paid (plus great pizza!) #hcsm

6:30 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@nursefriendly Hey, I resemble that remark! #hcsm

6:30 couragesings @couragesings
@HeartSisters @She_Sugar yes, especially 4 #pts w/limited 
income. We need to hear from diverse #pt population, not just 
those w/$$. #hcsm
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6:30 Mark Salke @marksalke
Agree. RT @pfanderson: @marksalke @O2ron Part of it is 
simply feeling that someone thinks your views are impt & will 
LISTEN #hcsm

6:30 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@OneGrenouille @abrewi3010 Or surgery #hcsm #T1

6:30 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T2 live at #hcsm - discussing big costs of HC - have they 
changed? Has technology influenced costs? Discuss.

6:31 Jewels @She_Sugar
@couragesings @HeartSisters It's because I want to make a 
diff in the lives of others living w/ the same disease. 
#type1diabetes #hcsm

6:31 couragesings @couragesings
RT @danamlewis T2 live at #hcsm - discussing big costs of HC 
- have they changed? Has technology influenced costs? 
Discuss.

6:31 Ron Mills @O2ron
RT @marksalke Agree. RT @pfanderson: @O2ron Part of it is 
simply feeling that someone thinks your views are impt & will 
LISTEN #hcsm
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6:31 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
Great place to start @couragesings: What abt supporting #pts 
attend conferences ~ a lot of the time out of reach 4 #pts b/c of 
cost #hcsm

6:31 Lauren @laurencstill
@nursefriendly @carenovatemag @ekeeleymoore 
@HealthSocMed what if those records are mostly patient 
dictated? #hcsm

6:31 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
Hi everyone, jumping in late. I'm Jenn from NYC. T1 - If not $ 
comp, then health promoting freebies (exercise classes, gift 
certs) #hcsm

6:32 Camea (Kamiya) @Kamiyamay
@HealthSocMed #hcsm T2 - Take a look at job boards in 
healthcare. Very revealing in terms of money shift!

6:32 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T2 Once you have a chronic disease the money just flows out. 
It's not cheap #hcsm

6:32 Real Talk Dr. Offutt @RTwithDrOffutt
@danamlewis #hcsm I think technology can pull down the cost 
of patient education. A lot of info on the web.
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6:32 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
T2 I contend that doctors are expensive because of what they 
spend, not because of what they earn. @HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:32 Steven Incontrera @Steven_Paul
@T2DRemission @AmolUtrankar @jchevinsky You don't want 
to play "Whack A Mole" to check your blood pressure? #hcsm

6:32 Mark Salke @marksalke
A2: Is it expensive tech that has caused such outrageous hc 
costs? I'm skeptical. I know equip costs $$$, but srsly. #hcsm

6:32 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@subatomicdoc @ekeeleymoore @carenovatemag 
@HealthSocMed Good point Matthew, we cannot have it both 
ways. #hcsm

6:32 Rigel Hope @rigelhope
.@AmolUtrankar @T2DRemission @jchevinsky not everyone is 
interested in or cares about games though. need multiple tools 
in toolbox #hcsm

6:32 Jewels @She_Sugar
@couragesings @HeartSisters Pt's voices can be heard 
without gas $, many avenues to do so. #hcsm
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6:33 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 Volunteer patients can fill clinical hours, save money for med 
schools, advocate a little #hcsm

6:33 Lauren @laurencstill
I'd personally love to see hc data analysis shift to patients, but 
that requires a huge change in lower edu. #hcsm

6:33 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@carenovatemag @pfanderson late pt can thro off sched. But 
b upfront bout wait- would b gr8 if had notifictn systm- appntmnt 
delayd #hcsm

6:33 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @carenovatemag Gr8 place 2 start @couragesings What 
abt supporting #pts attend conferences~alot of time out of 
reach 4 #pts bc cost #hcsm

6:33 PDara MD, FACP @JediPD
T2: Hospital Costs 36% and Pharmaceuticals/devices 32% 
followed by Administration 18% Then and Now! #hcsm but 
blame is on Doctors!

6:33 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
T2- biggest cost is administrative overhead within insurance 
companies and healthcare institutions themselves...and now, 
even more so #hcsm
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6:33 Jewels @She_Sugar
@nursefriendly @marksalke yes, information and 
understanding is priceless when your on the receiving end of 
care #hcsm

6:33 Real Talk Dr. Offutt @RTwithDrOffutt
@mahoneyr @HealthSocMed Totally agree. Ever read about 
the Chargemaster that hospitals have? #hcsm

6:34 Lauren @laurencstill
So, now, I'm looking at #MOOC to fill the information gap for 
healthcare. #hcsm

6:34 Chris Sebastian @csebastian
A2: An interesting NYT story about just that-- small advances in 
technology can bring large jumps in bills #hcsm // nyti.ms/
1hsMY2S

6:34 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@abrewi3010 But how can you speak when the cost of even 
webinars is $300 and up? #hcsm

6:34 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
T2 once expensive machines produced,vested interests will 
drive/promote their use;HCPs must defend patienst against this 
#hcsm
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6:34 Mark Salke @marksalke
Bingo. RT @mahoneyr: T2 I contend that doctors are 
expensive because of what they spend, not because of what 
they earn. @HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:34 Rigel Hope @rigelhope
.@AmolUtrankar @T2DRemission @jchevinsky IMO 
gamification has been way oversold by the Ideas Industry 
(TED*, MedX, etc) #hcsm

6:34 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@smanna750 #T2 some meds have gone up 5-10x over past 
few years. #hcsm

6:34 Real Talk Dr. Offutt @RTwithDrOffutt
@mahoneyr @HealthSocMed Also, studies show if costs of 
tests are put on order forms, fewer tests are ordered. Maybe 
build into EMR? #hcsm

6:34 ✨ Anna✨  @smanna750
My insurance is denying authorization and refusing to pay for 
more and more things also. BCBS FL #hcsm

6:34 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
T2 10 years ago my local hosp charged me $8 for a bag of ice. 
The bag was from a local grocery store. Profit more concern 
than care #hcsm
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6:34 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T2 Rise in cost/spending utilization for the NCDs up until now 
#hcsm

6:34 Aaron Blank @AaronBlank
T2 at #hcsm. Tech can reduce costs but can also increase 
costs. The upkeep and the constant innovation means always 
buying! #Contradiction

6:34 Jewels @She_Sugar
@nursefriendly @padschicago @marksalke chronic pt's 
become masters of loving in the present- its a healthy place to 
be. #hcsm

6:35 couragesings @couragesings
@carenovatemag Thanks for the info! #hcsm

6:35 Lauren @laurencstill
@anetto @abrewi3010 tons of #MOOCs around, just need 
more support for #openaccess and #openedu #hcsm

6:35 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T2 Would guess EOL care more expensive now than 5-10yrs 
ago- now we have more tech possibilities, higher costs; 
Sometimes misused : / #hcsm
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6:35 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
T2 tech soln could enable nation/global standards of care that 
could reduce litigiousness, thus defensive medicine - te$ting/
treating #hcsm

6:35 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
RT @giasison T2 Rise in cost/spending utilization for the NCDs 
up until now #hcsm

6:35 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
RT @laurencstill @anetto @abrewi3010 tons of #MOOCs 
around, just need more support for #openaccess and #openedu 
#hcsm

6:35 couragesings @couragesings
@laurencstill @anetto @abrewi3010 I love taking #MOOCs!! 
#hcsm

6:35 Mark Salke @marksalke
@mahoneyr @HealthSocMed Robert, is so much diagnostic 
spending necessary, in your opinion? #hcsm

6:35 Lauren @laurencstill
@nursefriendly @carenovatemag @ekeeleymoore 
@HealthSocMed Patient narratives, in their own voice. #hcsm
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6:35 Aurelia Cotta @AureliaCotta
@pfanderson healthcare respects what it pays for. They pay 
consultants, but not patients. Idiots. #hcsm

6:35 Ron Mills @O2ron
T2: I'm at high risk for macular degeneration, so I am loath to 
complain. But WTF? #hcsm

6:36 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
A2 When I know don't need to me admitted 2 hospital but ER dr 
says admit / go AMA, I can't afford AMA, insurance will cover 
admission #hcsm

6:36 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Prob. w/putting costs in order sets: perception that only certain 
things will be ordered for certain pts @RTwithDrOffutt 
@HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:36 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
@giasison Also patients living longer with NCDs. Life saving 
measures improved, but quality of life has not? #hcsm

6:36 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@JMCelio @giasison Society is too litigious until you find a 
doctor who won't listen to anything you say & writes whatever 
they want. #hcsm
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6:36 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@She_Sugar @marksalke T1 Unlike the public at large, I know 
how many #sentinelevents, #medicationerrors, screw-ups 
happen each day, #hcsm

6:36 Jewels @She_Sugar
@AureliaCotta @pfanderson Depending on your profession 
you can be a consultant too. #hcsm

6:36 couragesings @couragesings
@She_Sugar @HeartSisters true ~ if the opportunity is 
provided with consideration 2 what is accessible for participants 
2 participate. #hcsm

6:37 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
The Cost of Health Care: 1958 vs. 2012 forbes.com/sites/
chriscon… #hcsm

6:37 Lauren @laurencstill
@ekeeleymoore @nursefriendly @carenovatemag 
@HealthSocMed @smart_patients or even Reddit, which has 
#DICOM support now. #hcsm

6:37 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
RT @pfanderson The Cost of Health Care: 1958 vs. 2012 
forbes.com/sites/chriscon… #hcsm
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6:37 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @pfanderson The Cost of Health Care: 1958 vs. 2012 
forbes.com/sites/chriscon… #hcsm

6:37 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @pfanderson The Cost of Health Care: 1958 vs. 2012 
goo.gl/wdM0QX #hcsm

6:37 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Will be tough to contain EOL costs until we get better at 
diagnosing EOL (more than 24-48h in advance) @jchevinsky 
#hcsm

6:37 Ron Mills @O2ron
T2: In my experience, the larger the company, the more 
wasteful every workday, the less care about the patient or the 
public health. #hcsm

6:37 Aurelia Cotta @AureliaCotta
Business pays focus groups, clients, customers, consumers for 
opinions. Yet hospitals, ins. Companies don't. #hcsm

6:37 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
RT @AureliaCotta Business pays focus groups, clients, 
customers, consumers for opinions. Yet hospitals, ins. 
Companies don't. #hcsm
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6:38 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@anetto SoMe, twitter, blogging are all relatively cheap. High 
jack webinar a if they go to SoMe. Ask for pmt assistance. Pick 
battles #hcsm

6:38 Jewels @She_Sugar
@marksalke @mahoneyr @HealthSocMed So much CYA 
testing in the ER - hard to avoid w/ litigious enviro. #hcsm

6:38 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
@Kamiyamay The time-cost for billing (and figuring out which 
billing codes are best to use) is mind boggling. #hcsm

6:38 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
Even with same exact experience at 2 hospitals (sleeping in 
room), charges of over 7K difference in just 1 day... how does 
that happen #hcsm

6:38 Rich Duszak, MD @RichDuszak
Should? Indeed. Will? We'll see. RT @JediPD: Payments will 
follow Value, as in all life-works... #hcsm

6:38 Real Talk Dr. Offutt @RTwithDrOffutt
@HeartSisters @mahoneyr Agreed that tech can't substitute for 
good comm. But it can supplement / enhance! #hcsm
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6:38 Lauren @laurencstill
@rigelhope @ekeeleymoore @nursefriendly @carenovatemag 
@HealthSocMed @smart_patients totally depends on the sub. 
#hcsm

6:39 David Chou @dchou1107
Cost is attributed to the entire system. We cant pinpoint one 
area #hcsm

6:39 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
If we make the diagnosis by hx and exam (actually listening to 
pt) and remember Bayes theorem we will save $$ @marksalke 
@HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:39 Nigel Cameron @nigelcameron
Yep. UP! RT @pfanderson: The Cost of Health Care: 1958 vs. 
2012 forbes.com/sites/chriscon… #hcsm

6:39 Mark Salke @marksalke
RT @She_Sugar: @mahoneyr @HealthSocMed So much CYA 
testing in the ER - hard to avoid w/ litigious enviro. #hcsm

6:39 Ron Mills @O2ron
T2: Certainly we have invested in a lot of screening and so-
called preventive care with quite questionable ROI. #hcsm
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6:39 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@mahoneyr Agree. Also more conversations on pos/neg 
aspects of aggressive measures for older and/or sicker patients 
#hcsm #bioethx

6:39 Aurelia Cotta @AureliaCotta
#hcsm RT @elizamccall: @AureliaCotta not just don't pay. Most 
don't care to hear freely volunteered opinions either!

6:39 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
RT @O2ron T2: Certainly we have invested in a lot of 
screening and so-called preventive care with quite questionable 
ROI. #hcsm

6:39 Lauren @laurencstill
@rigelhope @ekeeleymoore @nursefriendly @carenovatemag 
@HealthSocMed @smart_patients I see real #crowdmed, 
#EoB help happening there. #hcsm

6:39 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@BrettSnodgrass1 T2 Meds for those of us with chronic illness 
can run hundreds of dollars/mo #hcsm

6:39 Rigel Hope @rigelhope
.@anetto @couragesings and the updating. #hcsm
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6:39 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@ekeeleymoore @laurencstill @carenovatemag 
@HealthSocMed @smart_patients Like when #patients take 
notes, is always a good idea. #hcsm

6:40 Ron Mills @O2ron
Re: CYA testing in ER: Do you think we've done better or worse 
in the last 10 years? @marksalke @She_Sugar @mahoneyr 
@HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:40 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @HeartSisters @BrettSnodgrass1 T2 Meds for those of us 
with chronic illness can run hundreds of dollars/mo #hcsm

6:40 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
T2 today HC has turned into a business & has forgotten about 
individuals. Can't see individuals on a balance sheet #hcsm

6:40 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Agree. Can contain CYA testing with 1) aggressive pt education 
and 2) comprehensive follow-up @She_Sugar @marksalke 
@HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:40 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
MT @nursefriendly @ekeeleymoore @laurencstill 
@carenovatemag @HealthSocMed @smart_patients Like 
when pts take notes, always good idea. #hcsm
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6:40 Jewels @She_Sugar
@HeartSisters @couragesings I'm not suggesting that, travel is 
costly + I wish I could do more too other avenues r equally 
impactful. #hcsm

6:40 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@DaveDolton @subatomicdoc @ekeeleymoore 
@carenovatemag T1 Agree, and we seriously drop the ball on 
#patienteducation regularly :( #hcsm

6:40 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@mahoneyr T2 Yes yes yes! Too much jumping to tests prior to 
even listening #bioethx #hcsm

6:41 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
One way the NHS in UK saves money++ @Kamiyamay RT 
@JMCelio: @Kamiyamay The time-cost for billing is mind 
boggling #hcsm

6:41 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Moving on to our final topic (T3) shortly! #hcsm

6:41 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
@nursefriendly @ekeeleymoore @laurencstill @HealthSocMed 
@smart_patients not just #patients, we need to include 
#caregivers #hcsm
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6:41 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@DaveDolton @subatomicdoc @ekeeleymoore 
@carenovatemag T1 It is a sin, because we have the 
technology, resource to do a great job. #hcsm

6:41 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Agree 100%. Billing is crazy and time-consuming. @JMCelio 
@Kamiyamay #hcsm

6:41 Lauren @laurencstill
@jhajagos indeed, but they are a good foundation for analysis. 
#hcsm

6:42 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 3 - Patients don't always want to be patients. Tips for 
helping patients signal when they're taking their advocacy hats 
off? #hcsm

6:42 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@drmalinowski @She_Sugar Imagine a doctor who you tell 
that you are doing well & they write that you are on a difficult 
journey! #T2 #hcsm

6:42 Eddie Cliff @Eddie_Cliff
@HealthSocMed I think technology certain has the potential to 
reduce healthcare costs but in many cases currently creates 
extra cost! #hcsm
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6:42 Mark Salke @marksalke
In my experience, worse. RT @She_Sugar: @O2ron 
@marksalke @mahoneyr @HealthSocMed I would have to say 
worse. #hcsm

6:42 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
Best Care at Lower Cost: The Path to Continuously Learning 
Health Care in America iom.edu/Reports/2012/B… #hcsm

6:42 Rigel Hope @rigelhope
.@laurencstill @ekeeleymoore @nursefriendly 
@carenovatemag @HealthSocMed @smart_patients risk for 
viciousness/triggering is real tho #hcsm

6:42 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@dchou1107 telemedicine won't fulfill its enormous potential 
until we solve the licensing and other regulatory hurdles. #hcsm

6:42 Lauren @laurencstill
@rigelhope @ekeeleymoore @nursefriendly @carenovatemag 
@HealthSocMed @smart_patients I'll be happy to show you 
subs that help. #hcsm

6:42 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
#T3 #Hcsm they take their hats off, what are they becoming? 
healthy or the doctor?
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6:43 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@mahoneyr @marksalke @HealthSocMed What would your 
lawyer say about that? :) T2 #hcsm

6:43 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
@nursefriendly @ekeeleymoore @laurencstill 
@carenovatemag @HealthSocMed @smart_patients should 
ask pts to share notes, to ✓ accuracy #hcsm

6:43 couragesings @couragesings
t3 *takes advocacy hat off & places on ground* problem 
solved! ;) #hcsm

6:43 Jewels @She_Sugar
@couragesings @HeartSisters As board members it's 
acceptable to call in for meetings. Many opportunities #hcsm

6:43 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@carenovatemag @ekeeleymoore @laurencstill T1 
@smart_patients #patients, #families #caregivers, need 
education-on same page #hcsm

6:43 Ron Mills @O2ron
@dchou1107 MYTH. #hcsm
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6:43 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T3 I think this should be corrected to 'patients NEVER want to 
be patients' ...no one in good health wishes to be sick #bioethx 
#hcsm

6:43 Rigel Hope @rigelhope
@laurencstill @ekeeleymoore @nursefriendly 
@carenovatemag @HealthSocMed @smart_patients i avoid 
specifically because of bad exp's #hcsm

6:43 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Worse. We think and talk less (to patients) and order more. 
Protocols make it even worse. @O2ron @marksalke 
@She_Sugar @HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:43 Lauren @laurencstill
T3: are patients always assumed to be in a advocay role? 
#hcsm

6:44 Rigel Hope @rigelhope
@laurencstill @ekeeleymoore @nursefriendly 
@carenovatemag @HealthSocMed @smart_patients both my 
own and others'. #hcsm

6:44 couragesings @couragesings
@laurencstill excellent question. not all #pts want to wear the 
advocacy hat. #hcsm
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6:44 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@danamlewis T3: Not sure I understand the question. Please 
explain? #hcsm

6:44 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
HCP needs to "check-in" with patient, get to know them and 
their life. The HCP may pick up on something hidden. #hcsm

6:44 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
RT @subatomicdoc @danamlewis T3: Not sure I understand 
the question. Please explain? #hcsm

6:44 Jewels @She_Sugar
@BrettSnodgrass1 @drmalinowski all in interpretation I 
suppose? Pt's can also refuse testing. #hcsm

6:44 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
@TweetlySaved @BrettSnodgrass1 @dchou1107 will cost 
upfront but cost effective care, huge ROI #HCSM

6:44 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
@mahoneyr @O2ron @marksalke @She_Sugar 
@HealthSocMed there are even protocols for writing protocols 
#hcsm
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6:44 ✨ Anna✨  @smanna750
A test and machine from the 70's was used to DX my 
gastroparesis. Bet it didn't cost much less, than the abdominal 
MRI new technology #hcsm

6:44 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
Most patients aren't, there is selection bias in this group RT 
@laurencstill: T3: are patients always assumed to be in a 
advocay role? #hcsm

6:45 couragesings @couragesings
RT @danamlewis @subatomicdoc many patients advocate, but 
sometimes pts need a break from being public/actively 
advocating. #hcsm

6:45 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@dchou1107 I don't particularly want to wait months, but I do. 
And not because we have a single-payer system. #hcsm

6:45 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed Today we have more expensive gadgets, 
technology, prescription medications, mark-ups, administrative 
overhead :( #hcsm

6:45 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T3 Have been recovering from wrist surgery so fewer blog 
posts, less interaction. Absence more then step back #hcsm
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6:45 Jewels @She_Sugar
@mahoneyr @O2ron @marksalke @HealthSocMed In my 
experience much less hands off pt's - eyes and hands on 
keyboard/ screen. #hcsm

6:45 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@jchevinsky My sentiments exactly. Who "wants" to be a 
patient? Step right up and I'll happily trade places with you.... 
#hcsm

6:45 Lauren @laurencstill
I expect any patient advocate to know to turn it off when 
needed. #hcsm

6:45 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
T3 Say, "Not this time, but next time"? @danamlewis #hcsm

6:45 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@danamlewis T3: I think it depends how you define advocacy, 
and in what patient population. #hcsm

6:45 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
Six Charts That Illustrate Just How Much Higher Health Care 
Costs Are For Americans huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/26/cha… 
birth, bypass surgery, etc #hcsm
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6:45 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @TeamMDrs @danamlewis @subatomicdoc many patients 
advocate, but sometimes pts need a break from being public/
actively advocating. #hcsm

6:45 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
@Kamiyamay Ah yes, but as @drlfarrell mentioned, having to 
pay coders is not necessary in the UK --> cost savings right 
there! #hcsm

6:46 Ron Mills @O2ron
Yep. Sad but true. RT @rigelhope @O2ron the money is in 
fragmentation. more opportunities to skim off the top. #hcsm

6:46 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
RT @subatomicdoc @danamlewis T3: I think it depends how 
you define advocacy, and in what patient population. #hcsm

6:46 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
@HealthSocMed In 2014, I’m not sure that the right to 
disconnect from networks & social platforms exists anymore. 
#hcsm

6:46 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
RT @JMCelio @Kamiyamay Ah yes, but as @drlfarrell 
mentioned, having to pay coders not necessary in the UK -> 
cost savings right there! #hcsm
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6:46 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@subatomicdoc advocacy is a very broad term. all patient 
populations. "advocating" can mean answering stranger 
pointing at med device #hcsm

6:46 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
T3 - Advocating all the time is 2 much. As a pt I need break. 
Don't need 2 expend energy yelling not 2 be heard while still 
being sick #hcsm

6:46 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@She_Sugar @marksalke @mahoneyr @HealthSocMed T2 
Good point Jewels, #DefensiveMedicine is a huge drain on 
resources. #hcsm

6:46 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T3 Not sure HCPs r best suited to show patients how to stop 
being advocates... sounds like something patient groups might 
b helpful w #hcsm

6:46 Jonathan Hausmann MD @hausmannMD
@HealthSocMed With patients and doctors working together, 
patient should be able to spend time just being a patient #hcsm

6:47 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@AmolUtrankar @HealthSocMed ha ha, Always can turn off 
the Twitter. #T3 #hcsm
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6:47 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
T3 ask other leaders if they need help. Sometimes doing the 
grunt work can provide a break while still keeping 1 ft in 
advocacy #hcsm

6:47 Lauren @laurencstill
I keep my PHI close to my heart, it hampers other work I do. 
Sad that this is even a concern. #hcsm

6:47 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
RT @anetto @subatomicdoc True, there is a selection bias 
here. Only 18% population on Twitter. Not first stop for patients 
#hcsm

6:47 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@AmolUtrankar exactly - often, pts don't want to disconnect 
entirely, so how to signal their level of activity? #hcsm

6:47 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@mahoneyr @marksalke T2 Confidence, compentency & 
training counts too. Poor clinical skills = higher reliance on 
expensive tests. #hcsm

6:47 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
T3 But you can't stop interactions with MDs who don't know 
what they are doing... that's a big problem #hcsm
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6:48 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@drlfarrell Makes big difference. No insurance, not much billing 
staff in Canada #hcsm

6:48 Sunny Chan @waisunchan
@padschicago Pragmatically not possible to "check in"all the 
time but communication & simply listening is the key #hcsm

6:48 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
If patient is usually forward & advocates, then doesn't, it could 
signal other problem. Stress, depression. #hcsm

6:48 Mark Salke @marksalke
Great point Andrew. @nursefriendly @mahoneyr #hcsm

6:48 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@mahoneyr @drmalinowski @marksalke @HealthSocMed 
Well, but they often say "exactly the standard of care, & not a 
drop more" #hcsm

6:48 couragesings @couragesings
RT @padschicago If patient is usually forward & advocates, 
then doesn't, it could signal other problem. Stress, depression. 
#hcsm
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6:48 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
T3 arthritis comm great at celebrating each other's physical 
accomplishments. We enjoy hearing abt running marathons or 
walking a mile #hcsm

6:48 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@danamlewis How to signal? Remember that "No" is a 
complete sentence. @AmolUtrankar #hcsm

6:48 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@padschicago …or that they want a break. #hcsm

6:49 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@mahoneyr @marksalke @HealthSocMed Yes! And hopefully 
that standard allows for Bayesian analysis to sub for te$ts 
#hcsm

6:49 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Yes. RT @danamlewis @padschicago …or that they want a 
break. #hcsm

6:49 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
(Sorry...a bit behind) Doctors drive a lot of hospital charges. 
Hard to tease apart. @subatomicdoc @HealthSocMed #hcsm
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6:49 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
T3 if I get stuck in hospital for fainting, I am 24/7 having to 
watch my back for med interactions and such. shouldn't have to 
#hcsm

6:49 Amol Utrankar @AmolUtrankar
@BrettSnodgrass1 “Can” disconnect, at risk of criticism for 
emails, texts, tweets, etc. unanswered. In application, it’s a 
struggle. #hcsm

6:49 Lauren @laurencstill
Honestly, I'm far more worried about non advocates who aren't 
always blasting at 110%. How are they doing?? #hcsm

6:49 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
@mahoneyr @drmalinowski @marksalke @HealthSocMed I 
think this is the problem. There is a lot riding on the word 
hopefully. #hcsm

6:49 Jewels @She_Sugar
T3. No one can 'do it all' - we need breaks to stay healthy - I 
just took a reprieve from Twitter myself. #hcsm

6:49 Ron Mills @O2ron
T3: Advocacy--as that other A word, Awareness--has lost its 
meaning for me. So much harm done under these banners. 
#hcsm
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6:50 Sunny Chan @waisunchan
@AmolUtrankar @HealthSocMed Once your online, it's very 
hard to be off line. #hcsm

6:50 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@abrewi3010 That will be the day Allan. No marathons here. 
Mermaid feet #hcsm

6:50 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
I worry as well, so many questions about online safety, privacy, 
like the #heartbleed bug list @subatomicdoc: @anetto #hcsm

6:50 ✨ Anna✨  @smanna750
Every pt should be their own advocate. Learn as much as you 
can. Whether you want to share that information is up to you. 
#hcsm

6:50 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Yeah...unfortunately, Bayes hasn't made it into the medicolegal 
literature quite yet. @drmalinowski @marksalke 
@HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:50 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@OneGrenouille Wow, I don't know what to say about 
frequency, or resolution, but I agree with you that you shouldn't 
have too watch. #hcsm
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6:50 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@mahoneyr @HealthSocMed Actually there is concern that MD 
employment means higher costs than when independent 
eisneramper.com/physicians-sal… #hcsm

6:50 Brad Zehring, DO @DrZehringDO
@mahoneyr @drmalinowski @marksalke @HealthSocMed but, 
I agree h&p and listening to pt can be sufficient and reduce 
costs. #hcsm

6:51 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
@Kamiyamay @drlfarrell Hope you're joking, but wouldn't be 
surprised if you weren't! No wonder it's hard to see the pt as a 
person 1st #hcsm

6:51 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
Snapshots: Health Care Spending in the United States & 
Selected OECD Countries (2011) kff.org/health-costs/i… #hcsm

6:51 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@anetto we celebrate whatever accomplishment we can. The 
important part is to remain active for a better quality of life 
#hcsm

6:51 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
Absolutely @She_Sugar: T3. No one can 'do it all' - we need 
breaks to stay healthy - I just took a reprieve from Twitter 
myself. #hcsm
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6:51 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T3 Instead of encouraging pts to stop advocating, how about 
making it easier, less stressful for them to do so by listening 
#bioethx #hcsm

6:51 Jonathan Hausmann MD @hausmannMD
T3. In an ideal world, docs and patients work together, allowing 
patients to be just patients, not needing to look out for 
themselves #hcsm

6:52 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@HeartSisters @anetto I deal with older patients with cancer, I 
offer options. They aren't often online beforehand, though kids 
are #hcsm

6:52 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
RT @jchevinsky T3 Instead of encouraging pts to stop 
advocating,how about making it easier, for them to do so by 
listening #bioethx #hcsm

6:52 Lauren @laurencstill
When did it become a requirement that every patient be an 
advocate? #hcsm

6:52 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
MT @hausmannMD In ideal world, docs & pts work together, 
allowing patients to be just patients, not needing to look out for 
themselves #hcsm
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6:52 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@RTwithDrOffutt I am against making HCPs cost-control clerks 
for accounting. Neither should they self-lawyer. Let them be 
clinicians! #hcsm

6:52 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @hausmannMD In ideal world, docs & patients work 
together, allowing patients 2B just patients, not needing 2 look 
out 4 themselves #hcsm

6:52 Jewels @She_Sugar
@abrewi3010 @anetto So true, that may be as little as tying 
your shoes. #hcsm

6:52 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
Why U.S. Health Care Is Obscenely Expensive, In 12 Charts 
huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/03/hea… #hcsm

6:52 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
@BrettSnodgrass1 apologies - meant interactions with MDs in 
person ... have to advocate in person for self #hcsm

6:52 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
RT @pfanderson Why U.S. Health Care Is Obscenely 
Expensive, In 12 Charts huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/03/hea… 
#hcsm
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6:53 Ron Mills @O2ron
Oh, thank you, Patricia. RT @pfanderson Why U.S. Health 
Care Is Obscenely Expensive, In 12 Charts huffingtonpost.com/
2013/10/03/hea… #hcsm

6:53 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@subatomicdoc Do you have lists of trusted online resources 
for those pts' kids? So important @anetto #hcsm

6:53 Jewels @She_Sugar
@subatomicdoc @HeartSisters @anetto How does that roll? 
Do you find they become active on SM after your 
appointments? #hcsm

6:53 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Agree. A lot of what we do is on faith that people will 
understand what we were trying to do. @DrZehringDO 
@drmalinowski @marksalke #hcsm

6:53 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
@subatomicdoc @HeartSisters @anetto that's true, not all 
caregivers, patients, family members are online #hcsm

6:54 Rigel Hope @rigelhope
.@T2DRemission @RTwithDrOffutt the whole idea of using 
coders to maximize upcoding seems vaguely fraudulent to me 
#hcsm
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6:54 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@She_Sugar @anetto so others what we can still accomplish 
is also a form of advocacy I think, just not in traditional sense 
#hcsm

6:54 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@carenovatemag @anetto Even online health searches may 
have #privacy issues archinte.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?
a… in JAMA #hcsm

6:54 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T3 IMO discussion startng 2 lean toward another where elusive 
'patient' taken over, want 2 remind tht patients all diffrnt! 
#bioethx #hcsm

6:55 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@laurencstill Me, too. So easy to sweep them under the rug, 
overlook, underserve, etc. #hcsm

6:55 Lauren @laurencstill
Also, PSA: change your passwords, yo. #hcsm

6:55 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Time to wrap up this week's #hcsm chat! Last thoughts for the 
week ahead?
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6:55 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@O2ron Those are exceptionally good charts. I want to keep 
that one handy! #hcsm

6:55 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@mahoneyr @DrZehringDO @marksalke I like that, but only 
when the reflex fear of litigation drops will the costs decrease :
( #hcsm

6:55 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Thanks for great article, @subatomicdoc. Complex issue; will 
be a problem going forward. #hcsm

6:55 Ron Mills @O2ron
@pfanderson and isn't OBSCENE le mot juste? #hcsm

6:55 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
Wrapping up tonight's #hcsm chat - last thoughts, everyone?

6:56 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@HeartSisters @anetto Disease-dependent but start w/ 
@AmericanCancer @theNCI @CancerDotNet @livestrong as 
starting point. #hcsm

6:56 ✨ Anna✨  @smanna750
With my gastroparesis there r 2 drugs in America that "can" 
help Diet & controlling symptoms is how you servive I have 2 b 
my own adv #hcsm
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6:56 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@HeartSisters Velcro may be handy but has negative health 
connotations to me, though I am wearing my velcro runners 
#hcsm

6:56 Jewels @She_Sugar
@carenovatemag @subatomicdoc @HeartSisters @anetto But 
someone in the pt's life is usually tech savvy and shares info 
with them #hcsm

6:56 couragesings @couragesings
Closing thoughts: value of #ptvoice = priceless. :) #hcsm

6:56 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@subatomicdoc @carenovatemag @anetto Very true and most 
folk unaware, or don't care, or don't know how to anonymize if 
they do care #hcsm

6:56 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@carenovatemag Pew Research says 80% of adults seek 
health info online to "prepare for/recover after" doc appts 
@subatomicdoc @anetto #hcsm

6:56 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@mahoneyr Yes, it will be Rob. More new MD debt = more 
employment --> higher health costs? #hcsm
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6:56 Liam Farrell @drlfarrell
Thanks everyone, good night #hcsm

6:56 Sunny Chan @waisunchan
Theres plenty for doctors today to be concerned regarding their 
Pts' management. Worrying about the costs in reality don't fig 
highly #hcsm

6:57 PDara MD, FACP @JediPD
Nice #hcsm chat. G'Night all. Thanks to @danamlewis the seer, 
questioner of all things 140...

6:57 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
FYI - no #hcsm chat next weekend. We chat next on Sunday, 
April 27.

6:57 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed Final Thoughts: Share the best #hcsm 
resources you've found, spur adoption by providing copious 
positive examples. #hcsm

6:57 Lauren @laurencstill
So #hcsm has some work cut out. Up to the task?

6:57 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@O2ron Hard to argue with it sometimes #hcsm
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6:57 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
And salaried hospital jobs will be attractive because of stability. 
Can walk right in. Price tag hits later. @subatomicdoc #hcsm

6:58 Matthew Loxton @mloxton
@laurencstill it's always been that way, we just weren't open 
about it #hcsm

6:58 couragesings @couragesings
Thanks for tonight's chat. Went by fast! #hcsm

6:58 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
Final Thoughts: On a daily basis, take note of resources you 
trust, find credible. Share them with others. #hcsm

6:58 Mark Salke @marksalke
Exactly my thought, Jason. @drmalinowski @mahoneyr 
@DrZehringDO #hcsm

6:58 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@She_Sugar @HeartSisters @anetto my bike shoes too! 
Some days wish my ski boots had Velcro :) #hcsm

6:58 Rigel Hope @rigelhope
.@subatomicdoc @mahoneyr luckily for every party involved, 
they can point the finger at someone else! everyone wins! 
#hcsm #toocynical?
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6:58 Patient Chat @patientchat
#hcsm chat every Sunday at 6pm PST is wrapping up now. 
Great discussion tonight about patient advocacy.

6:58 Carolyn Thomas @HeartSisters
@danamlewis Thank you Dana et al for another lively chat. 
Nighty night... #hcsm

6:58 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Final #hcsm thought: careful looking at #hcsm pics if you're 
eating while you're chatting. No telling what's out there.

6:58 Jewels @She_Sugar
Question orders + tests, educate patients + encourage their 
voices. Being a pt. doesn't mean surrendering your body to 
medicine. #hcsm

6:58 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Thank you! <3 RT @HeartSisters @danamlewis Thank you 
Dana et al for another lively chat. Nighty night... #hcsm

6:59 brettmd @BrettSnodgrass1
@rigelhope @subatomicdoc @mahoneyr If going to point the 
finger or blame someone, at least specify for what #T3 #HCSM
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6:59 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@mahoneyr And then job is at risk if you don't meet 
'productivity' benchmarks. That's why need to move to quality 
metrics #hcsm

6:59 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
Final: Invite others to explore #SocialMedia, and the great 
resources, like #HCSM that you've found, that you'd refer 
others to.

6:59 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@JediPD @HeartSisters @padschicago @RTwithDrOffutt 
thanks, all! have a great #hcsm week!

6:59 couragesings @couragesings
MT @nursefriendly Invite others to explore #SocialMedia, and 
the great resources, like #HCSM that you've found, that you'd 
refer others to.

6:59 Goldi Erowele PharmD @carenovatemag
@HeartSisters @subatomicdoc @anetto adults who are not 
#patients some #caregivers #hcsm.. @SusannahFox can more 
#hcsm

6:59 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@rigelhope @mahoneyr Um..not sure it's a virtuous cycle :) 
#hcsm
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6:59 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @She_Sugar ?? orders + tests, educate patients + 
encourage their voices. Being a pt. doesn't mean surrendering 
ur body 2 medicine. #hcsm

6:59 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
CT: Patients are human beings. Surprise- they want to be 
compensated for their time; they can't be 24/7 advocates; etc 
#bioethx #hcsm

7:00 Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr
Too much finger pointing ends up being circular firing squad. 
Everyone loses in the end. @rigelhope @subatomicdoc #hcsm

7:00 Ron Mills @O2ron
Thank you all and @danamlewis for another lively (okay, kinda 
maddening) chat. #hcsm

7:00 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
That's a wrap on another awesome #hcsm chat! Thanks, all! 
See you next on Sun, 4/27 at 8pm CT - and remember to DM or 
@HealthSocMed topics!
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